Polish as a Foreign Language. Learning Series

We would like to introduce a new learning series for Polish as a foreign language. These course materials have been prepared in compliance with the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages: Learning, Teaching Assessment (CEFR). The European Language Portfolio describes the levels of proficiency, methodology and teaching content.

The series consists of:

- "PO POLSKU 1" containing course materials for 120 teaching units (including: a Student's Book + Audio CD, a Workbook + Audio CD, a Teacher's Handbook) – course materials designed for level A1;
- "PO POLSKU 2" containing course materials for 120 teaching units (including: a Student's Book + 2 Audio CDs, a Workbook + Audio CD, a Teacher's Handbook) – course materials designed for level A2;
- "PO POLSKU 3" containing course materials for 120 teaching units (including: a Student's Book + Audio CD, a Work Book + Audio CD, a Teacher's Handbook) – course materials designed for level B1.

Additionally:
- "DISCOVERING POLISH" – a systematic presentation of Polish grammar in three languages: Polish, English and German;
- A placement test (photocopiable).

Parts 1–3 of the learning material "PO POLSKU" prepare learners at levels A1 through to B1 and aim to prepare candidates for the Polish as a Foreign Language Exam at the B1 level.

The course materials are intended for adults and young adults. Annotations in Polish, along with consistent application of the communicative approach in teaching Polish as a Foreign Language allow the series to be used in teaching foreigners regardless of their native language.

The reference book:
- is a systematic presentation of Polish grammar
- is user-friendly, attractive and motivating to learn – allows an independent ‘discovery’ of grammar rules
- is helpful in teaching and verifying grammar rules
- is indispensable for revision
- has humorous examples and illustrations explaining complicated grammar problems
- is designed for learners who would like to study the grammar of Polish as a Foreign Language thoroughly
- presents precise rules and definitions which are clearly outlined in tables
- has clear, two-colour typesetting to enable easy orientation within the course materials.

Invaluable, practical and comprehensible!